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Retail store business plan sample pdf

Having a deliberate retail store layout is essential to maximizing revenue for brick-and-mortar stores. By setting the plan, retailers can strategically direct customers to high-priority products and stimulate impulse sales. The efficient design of the retail store also makes the space organized and easy to navigate, which is important to ensure good customer
service. Here's how you can create a sales-driving retail store layout in seven steps: 1. Decide on a retail store plan floor Big or Small, most retailers use one of the three main types of retail store layouts. What type you will use depends on the type of store you have and the products you sell. For example, grocery stores typically use grid layouts because
they are predictable and effective for navigation. Boutiques typically use more creative layouts that allow businesses to highlight different products. Types of Retail Stores Layouts Grid Floor Plans, Used in grocery, large boxes, and convenience stores Shelved-stocked goods such as books, toys, specialty food, equipment, and homewaresLoop Floor Plans to
maximize wall space and lead shoppers along a set of pathwayApparel, accessories, toys, household items, utensils, personal hygiene, and specialty retail storesFree-Flow Floor Plans used in specialty and boutique stores, That also display packaged goodsSelf-serve kiosks, technology, electronic stores, and beauty and cosmetics retailersFurniture stores,
home decor, empiric retail stores, and showroomsDesigners, artisans, high-end clothing and accessories retailers, as well as curated or limited collections Remember your retail store layout guide to product placement, directs the flow of customers, and determines the overall look Of many factors will affect your choice of flooring plan, including the size and
size of your flooring The types of products you sell, and even the customers you hope to attract. Keep these factors in mind as we explore each floor plan option in detail. Grid Floor Plan Store Layout Grid floor plans are ideal for an effective shopping experience and are usually used in grocery and box stores. The grille floor plan, also called a straight layout,
is a very effective use of both floor and wall space. With fixtures and displays running parallel to the walls, the mesh floor plan maximizes every inch of the available area, including the corners. Network layouts are easy to navigate customers and for store owners to classify. In addition, they offer a plethora of endcap and feature wall exposure for advertising
and seasonal products. Since grid layouts are used in most grocery, large boxes and stores, they create a familiar feel for customers. However, because of this dating experience, they tend to attach a gripping and go experience. Grid layout can be a good choice for small retailers stocks on shelves in quantity such as toys, books, magazines, specialty food,
kitchenware and homewares. However, it's not ideal for retailers who want to create an upscale, branded environment that offers relaxed viewing. Pros of using the Grid Floor Plan there are many advantages to using a grid floor plan, especially for large stores or retailers with extensive inventory. Grid floor plans are easy to organize and navigate for both
retailers and shoppers. Easy to navigate: This layout is general and predictable, and it's easy for buyers to quickly find what they need. Can accommodate high foot movement: Mesh layouts are ideal for creating wide passages. Established best practices for merchandising: Retailers using this layout can confidently create endcap displays, knowing that they
will be effective. Encourages shoppers to view: Customers are exposed to many products and are encouraged to view sections of interest. The downsides of using the Grid Floor Plan Grid store design are standard practice for many retailers. This makes them easy to navigate, but also potentially boring and unworthy. If a shopper works in a grocery store to
grab milk, predictably it's good. However, if you sell creative or expensive items, you may be more successful with another layout. Inconceivable: Grid floor plans are common and predictable. This can lead to customer frustration: These layouts should be easy to navigate; if the item is not where the customer expects, it can be frustrating. Loop Floor Plan
Store Layout Loop floor plans to create a guided shopping experience. The loop floor plan, sometimes called a racetrack layout, creates a more manageable shopping experience compared to a grid or free-flow floor plan. The store cycle layout has a certain path throughout the store that provides customers with every item on display. Bed, bath and outside
shops are good examples of loop floor plan. Loop floor plans work very well with the merchandising zone tactics, which we discuss in detail below. In terms of floor loops, perimeter walls are highly visible and can show all types of wall displays and shelving. The loop floor plan provides a great base for combining layouts too. With the cycle plan, the
centerpiece of the store can be configured in a free-flow grid or layout (which we cover below) or even in a mixture of the two. However you design it, the loop floor plan surrounds customers with product displays on the exterior walls and allows for all types of creative display changes in the center of the store. Loop floor plan works well for types of small retail
stores, such as clothing and accessories, toy, homewares, utensils, personal care, and specialty products. Pros use loop floor plan Use loop floor plan is great for making sure all your products are visible, and can really make the most of the limited display display Loop retail store layouts can also provide greater visibility for employees. Maximum Wall
Space: Loop store designs allow stores to display products more or less floor-to-ceiling along all four walls. High product visibility: With products along the walls and medium display, each product can be seen at once. Create a manageable experience: Retailers can also use a cycle plan to guide shoppers through products in a particular order. The downsides
of using a floor loop plan Using store design loops may not make sense to every type of retailer. The design of the loop can feel overwhelming if the products are stacked too high or too tight. Stagnant displays: With a racetrack-style layout, it can be challenging to change displays frequently and retain the experience of engaging. Not ideal for quick shopping
trips: If a shopper has to walk the entire store from the entrance to the till, it's not ideal for picking up a quick errand item. Free Stream Plan Floor Store Layout Free Stream layouts are usually used in boutiques. The free-flow retail store layout is a favorite of many specialty retailers because it allows for maximum creativity and is easily changed and updated.
View the king in a free-to-stream layout. Lights and displays are placed at angles to encourage customers to slow down and explore dedicated product groups at every turn. The design of the free-flow store creates open lines of view throughout the store, so the special displays and power walls that we discuss in detail below are clearly visible. This makes it
easy to funnel customers to specific product areas using an attractive accent of color and product groups. The open-air free-flow layout is perfect for all types of boutiques and upscale shops. It also works well for stores with smaller inventory because it is designed to allocate product groups rather than store goods in quantity. The pros of using a free-to-flow
floor plan or boutique retail layouts provide maximum flexibility for store owners to be creative. This allows unique or unexpected displays and fixtures. Make good use of irregular space: Free Stream floor plans offer flexibility to work with unique floor layouts. Encourage viewing and product opening: These floor plans put a lot of emphasis on creative floor
displays that encourage shoppers to browse different sections. Easily changed: These layouts allow stores to easily rotate or reconfigure product displays to show new or seasonal items. Cons of using free-to-flow Plan floor Free Stream Store require a lot of creativity and careful planning. In this regard, they are more difficult to implement than a more
structured retail store layout. Similarly, it's also easier for something to go wrong in design. Easy to clutter: Free-flow plans can feel cramped, crowded, or cluttered if the displays don't make good use of the space, or if there isn't enough space Displays. Difficult to navigate: Unlike grid plans, free-flow plans don't have a specific structure, so customers find it
harder to quickly find a specific item. The diagonal floor plan of the Store Layout Diagonal Store layouts are ideal for allowing customers to sample products, providing employees with maximum visibility. The diagonal design of the store is ideal in electronic or technology stores, cosmetic and cosmetic retailers, specialty food stores, or any store that
encourages shoppers to test or sample products. The diagonal floor plans feel more open than grid plans, which can feel like a maze. Diagonal floor plans allow customers to move easily between aisles, as well as providing store staff with good angles to view customers. Like free-flow store plans, diagonal layouts create open lines of view throughout the
store. This floor plan is ideal for allowing shoppers to view displays to try products themselves, or using diagonal displays to point customers to a central sample or demonstration area. Pros of using a diagonal floor plan, the diagonal floor plans allow plenty of space and outdoor attractions, feeling a little more exciting than a grid plan. This is the perfect
layout for any retailer that relies on customer testing and interaction with product displays such as e-shops. For example, diagonal floor plans are often used in Apple stores. High visibility for employees: Diagonal plans allow retailers to keep an eye on all customers and products. Easy to navigate: Like grid layouts, diagonal plans are familiar and predictable
so buyers can find what they're looking for. More exciting than a grid layout: different angles and open spaces make diagonal layouts a little more interesting than grid plans. The downsides of using a diagonal floor plan, diagonal floor plans are a practical option for retailers who want a layout that is easy to navigate between different sections or types of
products. However, diagonal floor plans don't allow much creativity, and it can be difficult to create fascinating seasonal or temporary displays. There's little room for creativity or flexibility: Like a grid layout, diagonal designs don't allow much rearrange or the ability to showcase different types of time displays. Can feel cramped: If there is not enough space
between the aisles or corners of the display and walls, the diagonal layouts can feel tight and difficult to navigate. Forced-path Floor Plan Stew Leonard's is a regional network with plans for floors of forced track, including interactive elements such as bells and animatronic symbols. Forced or managed floor plans are typically used in physically larger spaces.
They have an open entrance at the front of the store. As shoppers move inwards, there is only one way option that guides customers throughout the store length and drops them on the check area. Forced path like a museum or a tour in terms of how they work. Furniture stores, such as IKEA, use forced development plans to showcase different rooms and
design types. Stew Leonard's is a regional grocery store that uses forced floor plans to bring shoppers through various departments, with samples of products and singing animatronic animals peppered throughout the store to keep shoppers engaged. Forced way floor plans are ideal for retailers who want to create a specific, memorable shopping
experience. These floor plans are a good choice for showcasing many different product departments or design displays. They also require a lot of effort to keep shoppers interested throughout the store with demonstrations, different types of displays, and opportunities to participate. Pros of using forced path Floor Plans Forced-way floor plans can create an
unforgettable and interesting shopping experience. While they do a lot of design and maintenance work, they also give retailers a lot of control and the ability to uniquely showcase products. Lots of impulse sales and upsell opportunities: With these floor plans, shoppers are introduced to each product, sometimes several times throughout the store.
Opportunity for exciting displays: Forced path encourages more customer participation in demonstrations, sampling and entertainment opportunities. Great control over customer experience: Forced path layouts eliminate guesses when it comes to shopper travel and allows retailers to decide what order to introduce products to shoppers. Cons of using
forced path floor plans there are some potentially costly drawbacks to using a forced floor plan path. For example, if a customer already knows exactly what he wants, walking all the way can be a frustrating experience. Inconvenient for some shoppers: Customers at a time of crisis or with a strict shopping list can get frustrated walking all the way. Difficult to
design: Forced layouts are complex and probably expensive to create. This can lead to traffic jams: Limited routes can lead to crowded shops that feel very slow and difficult to navigate. The Angular Floor Plan Traffic boutique in Los Angeles uses a corner floor plan to showcase the curator of the collection. Corner floor plans use many small, rounded
displays in the center of the store to create a dynamic shopping experience that highlights fewer products. Floor displays automatically attract the attention of customers (as opposed to wall or aisle displays), which makes this layout very attractive. However, there is limited display space. As a result, corner are mainly used in salons, high-end boutiques and
designer stores, where there are highly edited or curatorial collections. These types of stores also need significant space to store stocks outside of the sales floor to restock the goods as they are sold and and additional dimensions. Corner floor plans can usually be found in jewelry stores, handbag and accessory designer showcases, art independent
displays, and high-end boutiques. Pros use angular Floor Plans Angular floor plans show limited collections, while ensuring customers get a good look at each product. They are also easy to customize and remodel between seasons and products to keep the sales floor attracting. Perception of higher quality: Limited products and careful displays point to high
price points, and if done correctly, high quality. Pays attention to the goods: With smaller supplies and most products on the floor displays instead of aisles or walls, customers notice each item. The downsides of using Angular Floor Plans Angular floor plans point to high quality, but they are also high maintenance and can be off putting in for buyers looking
to browse and sample products. Limited space for products: There is simply less room for products, including different sizes, colors and SKUs. Requires a lot of staff on the sales floor: Customers will need extra help with this floor plan to get the sizes, colors and models they need that are not on the sales floor. Employees should also be diligent about
stocking displays. Your trading floor is a lively, breathing essence that must change - often - in order to thrive. It's the seller's job to make it happen. If your store is filled with the latest and greatest product, but your sales are in a rut, it may be because your customers are bored. They come to your store not only to buy; they come for ideas and inspiration. And
they come to have fun, even if they do not buy anything, this experience is what brings them back. - Rich Kizer and Georganne Bender, Retail Store Layout Consultants, Kizer and Bender 2. Put your Retail Store Layout down on paper as Kizer and Bender always say retailers: Put it on paper. If you haven't settled on store design, or even if you have one, the
first thing you need to do is work your plan on paper before you start moving things around in your store. Putting it on paper will help give you a clearer idea of the desired result and any potential problems before you get started. Remember that many small retailers believe that the combination of floor plan and layout styles works best. For example, you can
start with a loop and then combine mesh-style racks and free-flow displays in the central part. Or, if your trading floor isn't the standard form as shown below, you can create a loop or grid in one section, and use a free flow layout in another. Display The store helps create a clearer idea of the final result. If you have a copy of the drawing for your store, start
with that. If not, paint your own scheme of your sales floor. The mesh paper is great for this, or you can use the design of an online store online store which we'll list below. Next, take a sales floor scheme, pay attention to any special built-in features such as columns, cabinets or racks, and attach it to a piece of poster board or Styrofoam core. Then apply a
piece of tracking paper to outline how different floor plans can work in your space. It's also a great time to plan any security systems that you want to install. Your employees will spend a lot of time behind the cash wrapper, and can't watch every corner of the store at all times. A retail security system such as Simplisafe offers cameras, secure keyboards,
panic buttons, and more with live 24/7 professional monitoring and no contract. Get a free quote below: Visit Simplisafe 3. Consider the traffic flow and customer behavior Whichever retail store layout you choose, you need to organize the paths of your store, aisles, and display fixtures with the flow of traffic in mind. Put yourself in the customer's shoes when
planning a layout to provide a comfortable and logical shopping experience. To do this, you need to understand three key customer behaviors: customers need space to enter the store. This is what experts call a decompression zone. Customers browse and shop the way they drive. In the U.S., this means that customers usually turn right when they enter the
store. Customers need a personal space when buying. They don't like to be crowded, pushed, or so close that their bottoms brush when passing (more on this interesting piece below). Now let's look at how you can use these behavioral trends to pull shoppers into your store and encourage them to buy. Customers usually enter the store and turn right after
the decompression zone. Customer behavior #1: Decompress after entering it's tempting to place new products, hot items, and sales signage front-and-center so they first things customers see when logging in, but don't do it. The first few feet inside the door are, say, five feet for a small store and 15 feet for a large store, known as a decompression zone.
Retail design experts strongly recommend not to clutter this space. Decompression zones are important for moving customers from the outside world to your store. Source: Retail Design Blog Decompression Area where your customer is making a mental shift from the outside world to your store environment. Upon entering, they take stock of your store,
develop an opinion about your brand, and even make subconscious judgments about the prices they expect to find. Retail store planners agree that the area should be open, attractive and free of irresistible displays and signage, as shown above. Many Customer behaviour, including those conducted by Envirosell in Paco Underhill, supports this view. They
show that customers tend to ignore displays, signage and even manned sales counters located near the store store Want to know more about designing a store around customer behavior? Check out Paco Underhill's Science of Book Purchase. Paco is the founder and CEO of consumer behavior research firm Envirosell, and a leading customer-driven retail
practice body. However, the area just behind the decompression zone is one of your most valuable advertising space, which experts at Kizer and Bender often call your lakeside property. We detail the way you can maximize this valuable space below. Some areas of your sales department are more important than others; think of them as prime real estate or
lake property. As shoppers walk in the front door, they should be surrounded by goods - this is not the place for cash registers or other service areas. If you product these areas incorrectly, it will cost you in sales. - Excerpt from Kizer and Bender e-book, Visual Merchandising and Store Design: Set your shopping floor to sell Customer Behavior #2: Right Turn,
Ahead of Kizer and Bender write: American Store as They Drive; we have a tendency to turn right when we enter the store. Approximately 90% of customers will do this, so it is important to product this area with caution. So what does this mean for retail store owners? According to Georganna Bender of Kizer and Bender, in the U.S. this means three key
things: the right side of your store, especially on the lakefront property just outside the decompression zone, is best suited for promotional displays. Customers will naturally drift to the right when logging in, so you have to create your traffic store based on the right-to-left template. Orders and registers should be located to the left of the entrance so that the
right side can be maximized for the display of the product and the food walls, which we discuss in detail below. Splash Sass in Cypress, Texas, has a seatable porch, comfortable seating in the back, and exit on the left wall. The small clothing boutique pictured above really nails these traffic flow details. The joint entrance offers clear vision and tourist lines to
the attractive walls of power on the right, and inviting the living room to back. These lure customers into the store with the promise of treasure and comfort inside. The store even has a left exit halfway back. Someone really did their customer behavior homework on this retail store layout. Customer Behavior #3: Personal Space Size and Placement of aisles
and ways to dictate the flow of customer traffic throughout the store. The aisles should be wide enough to invite customers to view rather than bump into other buyers, and most importantly - pick up and carry items for purchase. Spacious paths are a key aspect store planning. In fact, it tops the list of retail expert store design tips. Heshi Love, Director of
Sales and Marketing at M Fried Fixtures, recommends pass pass four feet or more. This, he said, ensures that your aisles and paths will be convenient for all customers, including using strollers or wheelchairs. This store leaves customers plenty of room to view with generous aisles and paths. Wide passages also prevent a terrible butt brush, a term coined
by top retail consultant Paco Underhill. His research shows that both women and men avoid dense or crowded aisles where they could brush their bottoms with other shoppers-indeed, that's the thing. Learn more about Paco's retail research and ideas in his book Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping. Also, if your passages are not wide enough, you may
be subject to complaints or lawsuits under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). ADA requires you to have passes at least three feet wide. If you are reportedly incompatible, you can be fined if you do not widen the aisles and remove obstacles. Our tip: Plan the passage and display paths at least 3 feet, 6 inches wide, without obstacles. Then, once your
fixtures and displays are in place, further test the ways of your store, rolling a large pram all over the store. If you can easily navigate all the paths, your customers should enjoy a comfortable viewing experience. Retail Store Design - Customer Experience A well-designed store takes customer behavior, preferences and expectations into account to ensure a
great shopping experience. Even if you have all the best products, if your store environment is uncomfortable, or shoppers can't find what they need, they will leave without making a purchase and probably don't come back. When merchandising products, it is important to keep in mind human shopping items in addition to driving sales. 4. Position your
Checkout Area store Position According to retail Feng Shui expert DeAnna Radaj, checkout and check-in placement is one of the biggest mistakes it sees in retail store floor plans. A well-placed cash register can make or break the layout of the store. DeAnna says that overall, the front left of the retail store is a good place for the box office as the one above.
Shoppers naturally drift to the right when they enter the store and tend to cycle around the store, leaving on the left side. So checking out in front of the left side of your store puts it a natural way out of your customers. Also, it doesn't distract them from shopping as they make their way around the store. She claims that many retailers mistakenly put their meter
on the front, on the right side of the store. But it takes a prime promotion of a real estate product. It is better to use this property on the lake for a product display power wall, and let the exit area take Left. Some experts recommend a check-out at the back of the store. But it's not practical for retailers with limited staff as it can leave in front of the store
unattended. For small retailers, experts tend to agree that the cash register should be to the front of the store, to the left of the entrance. Once you have decided where to place your store's cash register, you need to decide what type of checkout you need. Island? Long counter? A money film? There are many options to consider. Explore them all in detail in
our article about box office wraps and box office. Once you have decided where to place your store's cash register, you need to decide what type of point of sale (POS) you need. Square's software is fast, intuitive, and is designed for modern retail with Apple and Android compatibility. You also get integrated payment processing, inventory management, and
reporting information to help you make smarter and more profitable decisions. Try it for free for 30 days. Visit Area 5. Position Products for maximum exposure According to retail store design experts, this is part of the process where shopkeepers tend to put the cart in front of a horse. Once the floor plan is sketched out, the shopkeepers quickly purchase and
install the fixtures and then fill them with the product. Too often selected fixtures are not ideal for displaying a range of products in a particular space. Or, worse, they do not offer the flexibility needed in valuable display areas that are constantly changing to home-popular and seasonal products. So before you start looking at fixtures and displays, think about



positioning the product all over the store. Where will your evergreen, seasonal, limited availability, and product sales be better on a permanent basis? This process is called product mapping. Retailers use product displays to strategic place product categories in designated store areas. Product mapping is his own science. In many stores, this is an ever-
changing process, especially with the increasing popularity of in-store pedestrian traffic systems. These systems give you an idea of how your customers navigate through your retail store layout and interact with displays and products. By combining this customer behavior data with experience and intuition, retail store owners can develop excellent
merchandising strategies with zone design. Using zone Design and Merchandising Strategies Design zone successfully helps buyers find what they want by exposing them to products that enhance the ones they buy. Increasing the amount of transactions is a natural by-product. Products are classified by use in areas such as kitchen and cooking,
entertainment and and home decor, with inventory range and stock levels determining the size of each zone. The best-selling products must be placed in the primary areas located at the back of the store, ensuring that shoppers will pass by secondary zones involving other goods, their exposure and sales potential (which is why milk is always at the back of
the grocery store). You can also show some of the best sellers in display cases for the exhibition. - Debi Ward Kennedy, Retail Visual Design Area Goods Bestsellers back-to-back whether it's underwear in a clothing store or milk at the grocery store, the items customers need most often are near the back. Think about it the next time you're in a grocery store.
As you go to the back of the store to get milk, you funnel past coffee, cereal and toilet paper. And milk right on the eggs and cheese. This is the primary and secondary merchandising zone in action, and the reason why people buying one product often leave with three or more. Dan Jablons, a consultant with retailer Smart Guys, emphasizes the importance
of putting the necessary items in the back of your store. This increases your customer's exposure to other products, he says, and motivates customers to impulse buys. What are your go-to products? Do you carry items that bring your customers back over and over again? Consider placing these primary and similar secondary product lines at the back of the
store. Or, if your stock is constantly changing and you don't wear top-up items, put your selling items back to back. So customers have to pass your new items and promotional displays on their way to check the deals in the back. The Low Cost Impulse Goods area buys on your Checkout Pulse items like small toys, candy bars, lip gloss, and breath mint great
products to show up next to your register. When customers come to the register to pay and leave, you don't want them to stop shopping. Placing inexpensive impulse to buy items near registers, as shown in the picture below, encourages buyers to add an item or two as they check. Placing low-cost impulse purchases on the registry is common practice to
increase sales. Highlight The Power Walls with flexible options displaying the Power Wall area of your store, where most customers naturally focus on and move in the direction when entering. Following customer behavior patterns, the food walls are usually on the right side of the store, just outside the entrance to your store, in what Kizer and Bender call
your property on the lake. Power walls can be used to highlight new, bestsellers or seasonal goods. Power walls your go to the place for hot finds, new items, and seasonal features that attract instant attention and pull customers through the entry area and into your store. These areas will probably change frequently and you should plan for it. To round up
these spaces with versatile displays that can be easily to demonstrate different product groups. Retailers can use tables to create power displays. The space of the power wall is not limited to the front of your store. Any place in your store design that naturally attracts traffic can wall of power. And the power wall isn't limited to wall displays, either. Tables
(shown above), specialty display units, pass endcaps, or even prominent places near your register can be advertising power walls. Walk past the decompression zone and look to the right. The first wall you see is called Power Wall, and it's another key area of merchandising. And because it's one of the first things shoppers see first after looking or turning
right, it's the perception of a builder. Use Power Wall (s) to display important departments or new and seasonal items, as well as to create vignettes, tell stories about products, and have high demand and high profit items. (Note: Your store has more than one power wall. Stand in various locations throughout the store and look around; walls that stand out are
your wall power.) - Rich Kizer and Georganne Bender, Retail Store Design Consultants, Kizer and Bender Slow Customers Down With Speed Bumps - Commodity Outposts Speed Bump displays are placed in aisles to slow down customers and draw attention to a particular product. Along with power walls, you want to include a few speed bumps and
merchandise outposts to slow down customers as they move through your store. Smaller speed kick displays and large outposts of goods placed along the main traffic stream of your store allow you to attract customer interest in certain products. Speed bumps allow you to feature new finds and hot sellers in attractive ways. Large outposts are perfectly
named for special price stocks or product groups such as seasonal features and branded collections. Just past the decompression zone where you place the fixtures known as Speed Bumps. These product displays work just like the speed of impacts in work parking lots- they slow down customers. They also grab their attention and introduce them to a cool
product for sale in your store. Be sure to rotate the product at speed bumps at least once a week. - Rich Kizer and Georganne Bender, Retail Store Layout Consultants, Kizer and Bender Specialty displays great attention-grabbers and often make for a good photo op for customers. Tip: Save money on specialized displays. Many manufacturers offer retailers
inexpensive or free specialized displays designed to highlight their branded lines, as pictured below. They make a great speed kick or outpost display units at a tight budget. Product line representatives can tell you if they are available, as well as provide advice on merchandising and display. Many vendors and manufacturers offer floor or table displays with
either free or low cost purchases. 6. Place the fixtures Displays in your Layout store Once you have an idea of your overall store design and product display plan, it's time to review your store fixtures and displays. The lights are permanent-fixed parts of your store such as lighting, counters, fixed rack racks and the locker rooms. The display hold the product
and is usually movable, versatile and customizable, like modular blocks, gondolas, tables, rakes, and clothing cabinets. Lights and displays come in all shapes, sizes and styles. The three main things to consider when choosing store lights and displays are your store's brand, the types of products you display, and the space you work with. Shop fixtures and
displays should define your brand retail store design experts agree that the walls of your store, floors, fixtures, and display units should create a coordinated background that defines your brand but allows your products to pop. So keep this in mind when choosing fixtures and display units: The ultimate goal of the fixtures and display units is to put your
products front-and-center. But at the same time, the overall look, style, and finish is your biggest branding opportunity. Choose cohesive fixtures and display pieces that coordinate with your product collection, but don't overwhelm them as successfully looks below: fixtures and touches complete the look of any retail store display. Use product displays
designed to handle your product display units should also be able to handle the weight and size of the products. For example, glass racks are not ideal for power tools, and extended metal racks do not complement jewelry displays. The versatile reiki display accommodates a wide range of products and display needs. Slatwalls can accommodate a wide
range of products and are usually found in home, decor, and craft retail. In addition, it comes in a variety of stylish looks. Slatwall is also ideal for displaying shoes and shoes. Retail design experts advise small retailers to keep in mind the versatility of product displays. Your stock is likely to change over the years. If you install permanent, fixed displays, you'll
probably regret it later. Adjustable display options such as rake, gridwall, clothing racks, and racks are usually a good choice for small retailers. Many retailers also choose digital signage. While digital signage and display solutions are more investment upfront, they allow you to quickly and easily show customers sales, new products, upcoming events,
customer feedback, and more. Tip: Ask product manufacturers about displays specifically designed to display their products. Suppliers often provide attractive free or inexpensive units to display their brand lines. This can be a big cost savings for you. Passage - Personal Space Matters Remember that you must allow three feet of path space between all
display to meet ADA requirements. But customer comfort is more than just a requirement. Research has proven time and time again that customers don't like to be pushed when buying. Allow generous paths between fixtures. Experts recommend 3 feet, 6 inches, so customers customers move freely, study products and carry goods to registers. This will
keep customers happily browsing in your store and you are in a good position with the ADA. 7. Create comfort zones and other amenities your retail floor plan is bigger than displays and cash registers, speed bumps, and waterfront property. It's about welcoming your customers, making them feel at home, and providing an experience that makes them want
to come back. According to Leslie Stern, retail store design expert Leslie M. Stern Designs, the thoughtful amenities make the shopping experience memorable for customers. She advises small store owners to consider customer comfort when sharing space, including the following: Seating Leslie recommends that retailers provide some types of seats for
both customers and those who accompany them. Buyers do get tired, as do their friends and relatives who are together for the ride. Why not offer them a chair? Seating can be as simple as chairs near the cash register or living room near the locker room as it is a fun installation below: Seating is especially important for clothing and boutique stores with
changing rooms. Dressing room locker rooms are a must in most clothing stores, but they take up a valuable area. Make the most of the dressing areas using adjoining walls for promotional items and accessories such as belts and scarves. If you provide dressing areas, make sure that at least one door and changing space meets the ADA availability
guidelines too. Ordering - Customer service areas In a small store, they tend to be the same. In stores where customers don't shop with baskets, Leslie recommends having a checkout big enough to keep groceries as customers continue to shop. Remember that empty hands pick up more products and this leads to more sales. Also, make sure the tills are
large enough to handle the checkout process efficiently and allow space for customers to put down the handbag. When it comes to limited cash space, a compact point of sale system (POS) like Square can make the checkout process quick, efficient and tidy. With fast and intuitive software that works with Apple or Android tablets, you can create a
streamlined workstation with all the payment, inventory, and customer management features your retail store needs. Try it for free for 30 days. Visit the Square Store planning resources Whether you plan to go alone or hire a professional, there are many resources to help you plan and execute your retail store layout. If you don't feel comfortable solving a
project yourself, A retail store planner, interior designer, or display designer can turn your dreams into reality. If you want to handle all of this yourself, shopping planning software and other online ideas resources can make things easier. Here are some store layout and planning planning resources Help you get started: Independent retail store designers If
you feel overwhelmed by the idea of planning your retail store layout yourself, professional designers can help. Yes, the original cost is more than going alone; expect to spend $150 an hour or more on a qualified designer. But hiring a professional can save you time and money in the long run, designing your shop from the start. Here are a few places to start
looking for a designer store: The Retail Design Institute: A Leading Professional Association for Retail Design Experts. You can view and contact members of design professionals by region. American Society of Interior Designers (ASID): Leading professional association of interior designers. Note you want a designer who has retail store experience because
residential and retail design needs are very different. Kizer and Bender: They are the best national retail consultants, store designers and merchandising experts. They also have Top Artists Retail Club, publish many bestselling e-books, and run an award-winning Retail Adventure Blog. Display Company Design Services Many retail fixtures and display
companies provide store planning and design services to their customers. Although usually not free, these in-house design services can be much cheaper than hiring an independent designer. In addition, they can help streamline the retail layout and store planning process, as well as the purchase and installation of displays and fixtures. Shop planning
software Although store planning software is not a necessary tool for the average small retailer, it can certainly come in handy if you want to develop specific planograms such as for the holiday season or special event. Store design software is more common for multi-location retailers who want to deploy the same planogram in multiple locations. Either way, if
you want to build a planogram, DotActiv offers a handy free tool. Suppliers of products Another great source of retail store design inspiration is your product suppliers and their line of reps. After all, your success is their success, so they are usually happy to share retail mock store and merchandising ideas. Many provide retailers with free or inexpensive
branded displays too. Some line representatives will even help you in displaying your store's product, setting up the display, and refill-it never hurts to ask. Pinterest - Other sources of ideas Sometimes you just know it when you see it. So that's what I'm Get ready to grab photos and take notes when you see store features that you would like to try yourself.
Also, don't forget many internet resources out there. Settle down with a cup of coffee and scroll through Pinterest for a treasure trove of retail store layout ideas. The bottom line of planning your retail store layout is not a small task, but many small retail store owners are doing it all themselves with great success. Take Take Follow our seven steps and be
sure to put the customer first. With ideas in this guide and a little elbow fat, you'll soon be on your way to displaying a retail store that is easy to navigate, welcoming customers, and best-profitable. all-profitable. retail store business plan sample pdf. online retail store business plan sample. sample business plan for retail clothing store. sample business plan
for small retail store. a sample cosmetics retail store business plan template. a sample rice retail store business plan template. free sample business plan for retail clothing store. retail pharmacy store business plan sample
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